**Tom**

Image Source:

**Title:**
Read about Tom’s close call with gun suicide.

**Description:**
Tom’s elite training with firearms and years of service in the military weren’t enough to protect himself in his moment of crisis. Hear his message on the importance of safe gun storage: [Safe Stories url]

**Asset:**

---

**Reba**

Image Source:

**Title:**
Read Reba’s story and her message for gun owners to keep their families safe.

**Description:**
When Reba lost her son to gun suicide, she lost everything — including hope. But her son’s fiancée was pregnant, which gave Reba a new reason to fight. Read her story on the importance of safe gun storage to prevent gun suicide: [Safe Stories url]

**Asset:**
Cliff

Image Source:

Title:
Learn about Cliff’s close call with suicide and his message on safe gun storage.

Description:
Cliff’s story about a close call with gun suicide is a lesson in unresolved trauma and the importance of safe firearm storage. Hear his message for gun owners about storing guns securely: [Safe Stories url]

Asset:
Read about how safe gun storage saved Donna-Marie’s life.

Growing up around firearms normalized guns for Donna-Marie, but it didn’t stop her from coming close to gun suicide. Find out how safe gun storage can save your life or the life of a loved one: [Safe Stories url]

Chris

See how safe gun storage saved Chris’s life.

Chris suffered the tremendous loss of his brother to gun suicide, which nearly led him to taking his own life. Read his story and learn how critical it is to safely store your gun: [Safe Stories url]
Kyleanne

Image Source:

Title:
Read about Kyleanne’s close call with gun suicide.

Description:
Even a trained military officer can come close to gun suicide in a moment of crisis. Veteran Kyleanne talks about the importance of safe gun storage for her own safety and why the connection to gun suicide should be discussed more: [Safe Stories url]

Asset:
Clint

Image Source:

Title:
How an ex-professional hockey player, in a moment of crisis, attempted to take his life by gun suicide.

Description:
Ex-professional hockey player Clint Malarchuk went from injured on the ice to attempting to take his life with a gun. See how a moment of crisis can happen to anyone and why firearms should be securely stored: [Safe Stories.]

Asset:

General Gun Safety Resources

Image Source:

Title:
Guns are the most common method of suicide in America

Description:
Store your guns safely and help prevent suicide. Read about gun owners who came close to gun suicide and why they now share the importance of safe firearm storage to keep themselves and their loved ones safe: [Safe Stories resources]

Asset:
How to safely store a gun.